
Thoughts On Structure

Having engaged (for the past three weeks) in a solo exploration of Mental Relativity as
it applies to Story Structure, certain information, expectations, and conclusions bear
documenting.

First of all, we are not there yet. What we have can easily explain and interactively
deal with levels of sophistication never before available to the screenplay writer.
Nevertheless, the full potential of the concepts remains beyond the scope of what has
been presently discerned.

This is due, primarily, to the fact that Story Structure contains both Spatial
Relationships and Temporal Relationships, and so far we have only dealt with the
Spatial.

As you know, the basis of our work is the assumption that Story Structure is not about
interrelationships between real people, but rather represents the elements and
dynamics of a single human mind. If this mind is in balance, the elements exist, but
there are no dynamics. Only by the introduction of an inequity are the elements put
into motion to attempt to resolve that inequity.

The Spatial Relationships of Story Structure are the elements of the mind, the
Temporal Relationships are the dynamics. To this point, we have discovered and
mapped out the elements of the mind/structure, and expect little change in the content
or arrangement.

But the dynamics of structure have not been approached from the same Mental
Relativity perspective. Rather, the data we had collected ten years ago serves as the
basis for our empirical understanding of dynamics. Since this understanding grew
along side of our developments in Spatial Structure, they contain a smattering of the
same revolutionary perspective. However, what we know is largely effect with little or
no understanding of cause.

So, at this point, the two great divisions of Story Structure, Spatial and Temporal, are
substantially unequal in their readiness to be employed as interactive tools as
opposed to dogmatic laws.

Encouragingly, the wall of ignorance shielding the workings of the Temporal side of
structure has opened a crack of late. Based on the glimpse afforded, it is without doubt
that the secrets that lie therein will ultimately provide us with a complete understanding
of structure as a whole.

Only when both Spatial and Temporal aspects of Structure are unravelled, will we be
able to offer a complete package of Story Manipulation, with all the versitility and
accuracy we wish. In the meantime, what we have is more than enough to begin
applying.

The important thing to remember is that the Spatial Relationships will not be altered by
the later inclusion of the Temporal Dynamics. Rather, the Temporal Relationships are



rules for manipulating, moving, combining, and assembling the Spatial Elements into
a specific Story Structure. Therefore, it is fortuitous that the Spatical information was
approached first, as it allows for the development of the program, with Temporal
dynamics added as discovered. In short, the system will work with incomplete
Temporal knowledge, but the Spatial must be complete.

In conclusion, we are now prepared to begin work on the Spatial side of Structure,
even while we continue to unravel the Temporal Gordian Knot.

What follows is an outline of the information we have so far assembled. There are four
types of information indicated: One, information we are sure of. Two, information we
are reasonably sure is true. Three, information we speculate may be correct. Four,
areas we can define as requiring information we do not yet possess. Everything listed
below should be assumbed to be information we are sure of, unless otherwise
specified.
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